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Abstract

Since an ion beam is hoped to imninge o n a target in a

spherically symmetric way for inertial confinement fusion, an

analysis is developed here for the intense ion beam which is

extracted from a spherical reflex triode. The basic equations

are the Poisson equation for the electric potential and the

conservation equations of energies for the ion and electron

velocities. According to the asymptotic solution, the extracted

ion-beam-current density is propotional to the power of 3/2 of the

voltage imposed on the triode. This dependence of the current

density on the voltage is improved to be the power of 1.5 by the

numerical analysis.

A special time-dependence of the ion-beam power at the

target surface is required for an optimal implosion of the target.

Using the bunching theory for the ion beam, we derive numerically

an optimal time-dependence of the voltage imposed on the triode.

Asymptotic forms are also obtained analytically for the voltage.
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§1. Introduction

Instead of laser ' or REB \ intense ion beam has recently been

proposed to be employed as an energy driver for inertial confinement

fusion . In order to generate intense ion beam, we have now three

kinds of electrodes; reflex triode, magnetically insulated diode '

and pinched-electron-beaw diode ' . The main purpose of these elec-

trodes is to suppress electron current in the circuit and to extract

intense ion current from them. Quite recently, we have an alternative

new electrode, that is, reflex tetrode . Several authors gave

theories for plane-type reflex triodes .

The ion beam is aimed to impinge on a spherical target.

Being hoped that the ion beam impinging on the target is spherically

symmetric, we analyze here a spherical reflex triode. Throughout

this article, the phenomenon is assumed to be spherically symmetric.

The anode of the reflex triode is made of a mesh or a thin foil

through which electrons can pass. Figure 1 shows a spherical reflex

triode. Electrons go and return between a real cathode and a virtual

cathode.

The ion beam extracted from the reflex triode impinges on a

spherical target. A special time-dependence of the ion-beam power

at the target surface is required for an optimal implosion of the

target. Our second purpose is to obtain an optimal time-dependence

of the voltage imposed on the electrodes of the triode, by taking

the bunching theory of a propagating ion beam into consideration.

§2. Extraction of Ion Beam



For simplicity, we analyze the steady motions of ions and

electrons in this section. The ions and electrons are assumed

to be cold, that is, monoenergetic. The Poisson equation for the

electric potential $ is given as follows in the spherically sym-

metric form;

4TrZeF,0

Here r is the distance from the center of the curvature of the

electrodes, Z the ion atomic number, (we take 1=1 in this article),

-e the electron charge, F- the ion flux density, F_, the electron

i e -

flux density in the negative r-direction, F + the electron flux

density in the positive r-direction, U the electron velocity

and U- the ion velocity. From the equation of continuity d/dr. r F-=0

(j = i, e+, e-), we have F^=F^0/r? where F. Q is a constant (Fe0=[1
;
e + 0[

+1 Fo n I ~\ ^ n e velocities IJ and U- can be obtained respectively

from the energy-conservation equations in the relativistic forms,

(2)

./m?c4+c2Y?m?U? + Ze* = mic
2+ ZeV, (3)

where

Y? = 7 — T , Cj=i, e).
J l-UJ/cZ

In these equations, m is the mass, c the light speed and V the
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voltage imposed on the rriode. The suffices i and e refer to the

ion and the electron, respectively. From eqs.(2) and (3), we have

1 m e +e<t>

" ' ( 4 )

Ze(V-*)
(5)

1

Equation (1) is the ordinary differential equation of the

second order with respect to r. Two boundary conditions are enough

to decide * as a function of r. But the equation includes two

unknown parame^ s F ~ and F.Q, which we want to know. Therefore

we choose four boundary conditions in order to solve $ including

F Q and F-«. The boundary conditions we choose here are; $=0,

d$/dr=0 at the vircual-cathode surface (at r=r ) and $=V, d$/dr=0

at the.anode surface (at r=r ).
3.

It is clear from eqs.(4) and (5) that l/|Uel >>1/JU±| as 0

approaches zero, in other words, near the cathode. Near the cathode,

we can estimate that

1 l+e*/m c2 1

-or, = e = — = = • (6)
e c/(l+e$/mec

2)2-l c/2e$/mec
2

If we substitute this 1/|U I into eq.[1), and neglect the second

term of the right hand side of eq.(l), we obtain

• (7)
crV2e*/m c

6
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Equation (7) leads to the asymptotic solution

$ = [ 3 4 / 2 ( r f e 0 ) 2 m e e ( l n r / r c ) V / 3 (8)

near the cathode. On the other hand, eq.( l) reduces to

1 d , 2 d*. _ 4 i rZeFi0 m

r r c/2Ze(V-«)/mic

near the anode. The asymptotic solution there for the potential

$ is given by

$ = V - [34/2CTTP.0)
2
miZe( In r a / r )

4 ] 1 / 3 . (10)ra

Let us connect $ from eq.(fi) to that from eq.(10) at <J>=V/2, where

the two electric fields d$/dr have the same value. Then we can

derive the expression

v 3 / 2
T j
Ji " **V rh In rjr? '

for the ion-current density J..

Numerical integrations of eq.(l) are carried out for $ from

the cathode to the anode. When we choose the appropriate parameters

F _ and F-o, four boundary conditions; $=0, d$/dr=0 at r=r and

$=V, d$/dr=0 at r=r , can be satisfied. Thus we obtain J. numericallya l

through Fi().

Figure 2 shows the potential distribution between the cathode

and the anode. The ion-current density J. is plotted versus the

voltage V imposed on the triode in Fig. 3. The dependence of the

current density on the voltage is improved to be the power of 1.6 by

the numerical analysis instead of the power of 3/2 by the asymptotic

theory, that is,
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ft Tie V1'6

If we put aside the r-dependence of ea.(lZ), eq.flZ) leads us to

the Child-Langmuir law. The current density is invariahle if

In r /r remains constant notwithstanding the individual values of

r and r . Figure 4 indicates J- versus r -r .c a 1 d c

§5. Bunching of Ion Beam and Optimal Time-Dependence of Voltage

Let us denote the target surface by rQ and the position of an

ion beam which propagates in the space between the triode and the

target by f. Since the ion beam is rapidly neutralized after it

leaves the virtual cathode, the beam experiences no force when it

propagates in the space (see Fig.5). That is,

3Zf/9t2 = 0, (13)

where t denotes the time. In the Lagrangian system, the continuity

equation for the propagating ion beam is expressed by

where p is the density of the beam, t the time when the beam leaves

the virtual cathode. If we write the speed of the beam which leaves

the virtual cathode at the time t by U(t ) , then the solution of

eqs.(13) and (14) are

f = -U(tc)(t-tc)+rc, (15)

P(tc,r) = p(tc,rc)(--) U (t c)-(ttjau(t c)/gt c

The time-dependence of the ion-beam power at the target surface
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for the adiabatic compression of the target still remains unsolved.

Here we employ the dependence in the case of laser fusion. Namely

ip(tc,r0)U
3(tc) = E C I - I ) " 1 5 / 8 , (17)

where z is a constant and T refers to the time interval ilurinp, which the

first shock wave launched from the target surface by the action of

the ion beam propagates to the center of the target. The time T

is related with t through

By u s e of e q s . ( l S ) , ( 1 6 ) a n d ( 1 8 ) , e q . ( 1 7 ) r e d u c e s t o

p ( t r ) r U 4 ( t )

9U(tc)/3tc

-TUV&J - U W 5 C r c - r 0 ) * t c } ] - 1 5 / 8 (19)

Here we assume that the relation (11), that is,

p(tc,rc) = 2kU
2(tc) (20)

(k being a constant) for the steady state can be applied to the

unsteady case of eq.(19). Thus we have

r c 2 V6^
k ( }

a) Case of r -

If we put r =r« in eq.(21), we can easily obtain

U(tc) = (f ^

That is to say,

U(tc) = (f)
1'5 (1- ̂ ) " 3 / 8 (22)
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b) Case of rc>>rQ

For the initial stage, we put

U(tc) = U(0) + y (24)

If we substitute U(t ) from eq.(24) into eq.(21), and choose the

most dominant terms with respect to y and t , we obtain

( rV rO }!i = "2(°)-|(r^}2lj7(0)- (2S)

The solution of eq.(25) is

U(t ) = U(0) +-J— [U
2(0)-£(^)2U7(0)]t (26)

c rc-rQ e rQ c

The corresponding expression for the voltage is given by

C0)+F-h^{"
2(0)-|fe2U7(0)}t ] 2 . (27)

r r e r c

In order to derive the time-dependence of U(t ) in the final

stage,' we change the variable from t to x by

Substituting eq.(28) into eq.(21), and choosing the most dominant

terms with respect to x, we have

3U(tc) _ x

which yields

U4(tc) = ^ , [TL-XK- n^ii)]-"0. (30)



Equation (30) points out that U(t ) diverges as t approaches

(r -ro)/U(0)+T. The corresponding form for the voltage is ex

pressed as

v (t c) = ̂ [ ^ d-i(tc- ^ ) )
C ^ 7k/£(rc/ro)

2
Crc-ro)

 T c ^ ^

Equation (21) is numerically integrated for x=l (nsec),

U(0)=107(m/sec), rc=l (m), rQ=l (mm) and (rc/r0)kU
5(0)/e=l.

Obtained numerical values of U(t ) is plotted in Fig.6.

§4. Discussions

In inertial confinement fusion, it is desirable that the ion

beam is launched on the target in a spherically symmetric way.

Therefore this article deals the intense ion beam which is ex-

tracted from a spherical reflex triode, although it seems to be

difficult to realize sphereical triodes in experiments. At the

extraction of the ion beam from the triode, we assume that the

phenomenon is steady. It is necessary to investigate whether this

steadiness is consistent with the real feature. Solutions (11)

and (12) depend on the boundary conditions; d$/dr at r=r and r=r .
c a

In this article, we choose d$/dr=0 at r=r and r=r , following the
C a.

reference 4. We would like to emphasize here that eq.(12) derives

ion-beam-current densities which are reasonable in comparison with

experimental values .

The ion beam is assumed to propagate in the space experiencing

no force. The neutralization of the ion beam depends on the pressure

of the background gas. Generally speaking, the ion beam is neu-
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tralized rather rapidly. A steady solution (20) between p and U

is employed in order to solve eq.(19). As mentioned above, the

steadiness of the phenomenon in the vicinity of the triode affects

much our solutions. The power -15/8 appearing in eq.(17) is tem-

poral. If we can find more profitable power, we can easily obtain

an optimal time-dependence of the voltage imposed on the triode,

in the same way developed in this article. In conclusion, we point

out the possibility that the ion beam will be controlled to implode

a target in an adiabatic fashion.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. A schematic diagram of a spherical reflex triode. The

anode is at r=r and the virtual cathode is at r=rn.a u

An electron path and an ion path are also schematically-

shown in the figure.

Fig.2. An example of a potential distribution between the virtual

cathode (r/r =1.0) and the real cathode (r/r =l.o22).

The anode is located between them (r/r =l.ol2). The

voltage V imposed on the triode is 10 (volt).

Fig.3. The ion-beam-current density J. extracted from the triode

versus the voltage V imposed on the triode. Four curves

are drawn for r/r =1.006, 1.012, 1.060 and 1.120.
a c

Fig.4. The ion-beam-current density J. versus the electrode-

distance r -r of the triode. Three curves are drawn for
a C

V=104, 105 and 106(voit).

Fig.5. Pathes of ion beams in the f-t space. The virtual cathode

is at r=r and the target surface is at r=r... Beams which

propagate in the space between the triode and the target

are bunching.

Fig.6. Ion-beam velocity II(t ) extracted from the triode versus

the time t . The curve is plotted for x=l (nsec), U(0)

=107 Cm/sec), rc=l (m), rQ=l (mm) and (rc/rQ)kU5(0)/e=l.
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